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Category: Indian drama filmsCategory: Biographical films about real-life peopleCategory: Indian biographical filmsCategory: Hindi-language biographical filmsCategory: Hindi-language filmsCategory: Indian filmsCategory: Hindi film remakesCategory: Indian film remakes Aaina, was one of Indiaâ€™s first â€śwomen centricâ€ť films and was directed by Deepak Sareshwara. Set in a village in Punjab in the early
1950s, the film is about the rise of a village belle, played by Juhi Chawla, against the wishes of her elders, played by Amrita, from a lower caste, and her best friend, played by Deepika Padukone. The filmÂ is based on a real life incident from the 1950s and was produced by Yash Chopra and the screenplay was written by Bapu Sur India and Ela Gandhi.Â.. Aamir Khanâ€™s Aaina is a story about the rise of a village
belle in 1950s Punjab and an untrained girl who comes from an ordinary family to the attention of a much-respected man and the fashion of the day. It is the story of a girl who achieves fame and love in spite of caste. It was one of the most popular films of the 90s, mostly because of the central performances. This movie had more than 1200 songs. Along with ace director Deepak Sareshwara, its music was composed

by Anu Malik. Aaina (meaning â€śloveâ€ť in Hindi) is a 1993 Indian Bollywood film directed by Deepak Sareshwara, and is based on a real-life incident from the 1950s. It was co-produced by Yash Chopra who also acts as a producer along with Aditya Chopra.Â Aamir Khan plays a weak and lower-caste youth who fights for the rights of a girl from a Dalit community. The film revolves around the life of a girl
named Aaina Chaudhry, an untrained village girl in the 1950s. She is the latest model of the village. She is liked and admired by most of the village men, and is desired by a respected man, who is well-educated and well-off. They marry in a rich, upper-caste family; but her parents are ashamed to have a nilly-pilly girl from a low 3e33713323
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